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His greatest battle will be for her love. The Highland Mist series continues . . . Once sworn enemies,

the fearsome knight Sir Galen de Ogilvy and the beautiful, headstrong Scotswoman, Laoghaire

MacKinnon, have been ordered by Robert the Bruce to wed one another in order to end the blood

feud between their two families. And though their marriage is born of ancient hatreds, beneath the

newlywedsâ€™ fiery exchanges an explosive passion simmers. But Laoghaire soon discovers a far

more dangerous enemy lurking in the shadows, one who will stop at nothing to sever the

burgeoning bond between her and Galen. When the treachery is finally revealed, it will put their love

and their lives in deadly peril. HER SCOTTISH WARRIOR is a sensuous and spirited tale in which

swords and hearts clash, as a formidable warrior and a bold-hearted bride discover that love, and

not revenge, is the one thing worth fighting for.ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kate Wingo is the

pseudonym of a two-time Golden Heart finalist. Born in Washington DC, she graduated from

George Mason University with a degree in art history. Although Kate began her writing career in the

romance genre, she switched gears several years ago, making the leap to thrillers. Having

completed an esoteric thriller series for Penguin UK under the pen name C.M. Palov, she has

happily returned to her romance roots. Kate lives and writes from her home in Virginiaâ€™s

Shenandoah Valley.
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Spoilers.I want a strong warrior, not a pathetic doormat who let's killer's and child molesters go.So

feel free to kill his wife, it's ok. Burn her at the stake, don't worry, you will walk away.He lets the man

live who was a child molester to his own god daughter.Let's the person who poison him go. The

people who lie to get his wife burned, all walks away with no punishment.His old lover who wouldn't

tell the truth to stop the burning of his wife? Everyone forgives her and she gets married.So how is

he a warrior? He does NOTHING to any one. He doesn't defend or honor his wife or God

daughter.And please she was just a doormat, don't kill the child molesters, let him live to go and

abuse more children.Let's let mother dearest go after poisoning her husband and lies to get her

burned at the stake.I need my so called hero's to be a hero not a wuss.Sorry, he is not a warrior.

This should be called the Scottish WUSSY.

When I read this book's predecessor and I fell in love with this couple when they were first

introduced. I was hoping this book would happen and true enough, Kate Wingo delivered. I love the

development of the character. The male character is strong, but can be vulnerable at times

borderline adorable. The female is headstrong and their interactions were never boring. I read it

twice in a row.

I must have read a different book than the 1 star readers. I loved Her Scottish Captor so I was really

looking forward to this one! Although this one was not as exciting as the first one, it was still good! I

do feel like the final resolution could have been a little better. I would have loved to see a little more

of Diarmid and would love a happy story for him! He could have ended up with Galen's ex

betrothed. And also the crooked church characters and Winifred should have had more

consequences!! However, overall I recommend this book!

The whole premise of their relationship was unrealistic and inorganic. In order to woo Loaghaire,

Galen completely transformed himself and molded into whatever she needed, and she completely

fell for it. This had the potential for a great story; however there wasn't much for them to discover

about each other and cause them to fall in love. One horseback ride is never enough. I skipped



through until I got to the end and I'm not mad that I did.

I think this maybe one of the worst romance books I have purchased. Most love stories have conflict

in the beginning, this was over the top, and I can't say when things turned romantic. I had no desire

to read more after the 2nd chapter

I was so happy to finally be able to read the 2nd book in the series, to see what happened to

Laoghaire. Recommend that you read the 1st book in this series first so that you are familiar with

how Galen and Laoghaire first met. Good read.
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